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UPDATE  

Since last time I have updated you, very little has changed. We held two events, one for 

elections and one in conjunction with SCSN and Spark. Our meetings have been a bit 

behind because many members of FYC were on campaign teams and the week after 

elections they all had multiple midterms. As of Sunday night they will be sending me 

updated event request form for advocacy events in residence, and we are working on a 

few event initiatives. 

 

SERVICE USAGE  

The elections event was not attended by a huge amount of people, maybe 30 in total. The 

post was engaged with on social media quite well. We had a cookies and cram event, 

about 15 people came and studied. We had a joint event with SCSN and Spark, about 60 

people came. 

 

PAST EVENTS, PROJECTS & ACTIVITIES  

Mix and Mingle with Presidential Candidates—went well, not a huge attendance. 

Perhaps a debate would have been better, but we wanted to try a more relaxed and 

accessible approach.  

Cookies and Cram—went as well as other events, no real update 

Life After First Year—went very well, about 60 in attendance which is what we 

estimated for. The event was broken down as follows:  

1) Presentation by SCSN about housing. This session was designed to be quick (10 

minutes) and informative so that students know their rights and have some of the 

tools they need to approach landlords about specific issues.  

2) Expert panel. This session was designed for the experts to answer pre-written 

questions about housing conflicts (with landlords), specific rights and duties of 

tenants, and so on. This was followed up by a Q&A.  

3) Break out sessions. There were 4 stations (Living Alone, Living with Friends, 

Living at Home, CAing) that had Spark TLs/ appropriate leaders at each station. 

Students could approach these people and ask questions about these living 

situations, to help prepare them for their future.  

This event was also catered by 1280. 
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UPCOMING EVENTS, PROJECTS & ACTIVITIES  

Club night with campus events—has been in the works since first semester. This will 

be an end of term all ages club night geared towards first years!  

Amazing Race—booked 8 rooms in MUSC for March 3
rd

. Team based event where 

students compete in various puzzles and games to win a prize. Games are intended to 

broaden student’s knowledge about faculties and the MSU (there will be an MSU room 

included as one of the challenges) 

Cookies and Cram—as described before  

Valentines/midterm wishes—either candy or flowers handed out to people in libraries 

for moral  

Res/ chair advocacy events—at the discretion of various res chairs, TBD 

 As of now, each chair has met with their various full time employee (e.g. Dining 

Committee, Admissions, Budget) and are planning sessions in the future. Abdul 

(Budget) has released a second set of forms that will have Campus Store 

giveaways for respondents.  

 Res chairs will also be holding in-residence events, such as “Cookies and 

Conversation” to foster community and get feedback about life on campus. These 

forms are due to me after this report is due, but the events are designed to be fun 

but also have an element of feedback. In the past students have had conversations 

about mental health resources on campus, rules in residence, and food on 

residence.  

 

BUDGET  

$3811.37 remains of $6100. $500 is budgeted towards Amazing Race and $1500 towards 

Club Night. Remaining is for other initiatives and res events (each chair will have 2 in 

residence events)  

 

Further breakdown:  
Category  Spent Remaining  

Annual Campaigns  $1,086.97 $1,413.03 

Volunteer Rec/Meetings  $0 $200 

Promo $890.00 $510.00 

Residence Consultations  $311.66 $1,688.34 

 

VOLUNTEERS 

N/A 

 

CURRENT CHALLENGES  

N/A  

I would like to mention that next year’s FYC should have a SOCS representative (since 

we have absorbed IRC so we have res chairs but no one to represent SOCS, it was lucky 

that Selene is off-campus!). Not really a challenge, but something for EB to think about. 

 

SUCCESSES  

This semester has been low-key so far, but it is shaping up to be awesome! I think we 

have been getting a lot of valuable feedback from first years.  

 


